Science: Plants
Woodland walk – Identify different plants and examine the
different features

What is the difference between weather and climate?
Different types of weather
Weather forecasts and recognising weather symbols
How do we measure weather? Measuring instruments
and recording the temperature
How weather changes in the UK – Comparing Scotland
to Ashford

Experiment - How a plant’s roots and stem work
Labelling a plant – what are the different parts of a plant called and
what is their function
Understand the life cycle of flowering plants – pollination

Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar

Seed dispersal and reproduction
What plants need to survive – experiment with plants in the class

Descriptive writing – Autumn walk
(outdoor learning). Using our 5 senses
to write creatively
Report Writing: British Owls

Word classes:
Adjectives/Similes/Nouns/Verbs

Diary entry
Letter writing – Understanding the
features of a letter, including
paragraphing and layout

Commas in a list

Martins – Term 1

Design and make wind socks

Recount writing – Using the correct
tense

Determiners

Living in Britain -Democracy/Rules, Laws and
Responsibilities/Liberty/Tolerance and Respect/What does it
mean to be British?

Colour mixing

Key features of a leaflet – Summer
holiday activities

Capital letters, full stops and paragraphs

Question marks

PSHE and Citizenship

Art and DT

English

Topic: Weather and Climate

Challenge Chilham – can we make
a difference?

‘Owl Talk
Visit!’
Owl flying
exhibition.

RE: Understanding Christianity: Creation

Wax rain pictures
Maths

Plant sketching – outdoor learning

Our beautiful world – bright paint pictures

Place value – 4 – digit numbers/Number lines to 1000 and
10,000/Calculating more or less/Comparing objects and
numbers/Partitioning/Counting in 50’s and 25’s

Water colour owl paintings

Negative Numbers

Artist: Andy Goldsworthy – Photographic pictures
from outdoor learning, using natural materials.
Leaf printing and collage

Roman Numerals

Whole class umbrella collage

Formal addition and subtraction
Multiplication and Division

X-Table
Test
weekly!

French
‘Getting to know you’






Greetings
Introduce yourself
Ask how someone is.
Count to 10
Saying how old you are

